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Eric King - 352-1123

There have been three executive meetings since the last
report in early September.
Guy Gosselin reported that he had arranged a meeting with
Councilor Joe Hudacin, Alida Moffat and Carl Bresee on
September 28. (see a surnmary of the meetingonpage2).
The LCCRA representatives stressed the continuously
increasing tax burden on the Loyalist community, with
increases up to 40Yo in three years in some instances. The
Township representatives responded that there can only be
different rates among wards if the
services are different, for example,
transit service in Amherstview and
ferry service to Amherst Island, and
these situations have already been
factored in.
It was agreed that a letter is to be
sent to Leona Dombrowski
expressing concern about the
downloading of responsibilities and
associated costs from the province
tothe municipaliry.
Lance Hopkins reported that the
Citizens' Committee at Lafarge was
being restructured, although he had
no details. Technology is being
introduced to measure emissions and
it is expected that this initiative will improve cleanliness.
Residents were informed of the results of the recent survey in
the October issue of "The Goose". Copies of the Goose and
a more detailed summary of the survey had been sent to
senior management at The Kaitlin Group.
Len Dzierniejko and Eric King had also met with John Rahey
and Jim Burlington to review the responses to the survey.
Len and Eric reported that the meeting with John and Jim
went very well. It was a very positive meeting, with Len and

Loyalist Country Club Communities AGM:
Mr. Dave Makarucha, a consultant to The Kaitlin Group, led
the discussions at the Annual General Meeting of the LCCC
held at the clubhouse on November 13ft. As usual, the
meeting was very well attended.
First item on the agenda was the announcement of recent
changes to the management structure. John Rahey is now in
charge of housing development, and Jim Burlington will
manage golf course operations.

used to generate the necessary
revenue to balance costs. Of the five municipalities studied,
Loyalist was not the worst. We were in the mid-range.
In the absence of Lance Hopkins, Guy Gosselin had sought
an explanation for noise coming from Lafarge.
Guy had spoken to the Plant Manager, Michael Klenk, who
reported that the extraordinary high level of noise was due to
equipment failure. Noise abatement equipmerrt is scheduled
for installation on the first stack by the end of January 2007.

Mr. Makarucha also noted that Alison Nicholson will be
leaving in early December. Alison has accepted a position
with Delta Hotels in Kananaskis, Alberta.
Mr. Makarucha said that the future emphasis would be on
making the club, "user friendly".
He went on to outline the golf packages and annual dues in
effect for next year. These will undoubtedly be
communicated in the LCC "What's On" newsletter. Club
management is reviewing the request for a fee for single
people households in the community.
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Eric assuring Messrs.
there as partners not adversaries. Jim assured Len and Eric
that a response to the issues raised in the survey would be
conveyed to Eric for inclusion in the Christmas issue of the
Goose.
Elaine Jackson representedthe LCCRA at the Bath
Community Development meeting held on October 17h.
Elaine reported that the organizers were extremely pleased
with the attendance of about 50-60 people. She estimated
that about one third of those in attendance were from

Loyalist Country Club. Speakers
included: Tim Plumley, Loyalist and
Addington Economic Development
Offrcer; Bonnie O'Neill, Ontario
Ministry ofAgriculture, Food and
RuralAffairs; and Dave Lyman,
Napanee Chamber of Commerce.
A second meeting was held on
November I't atthe Bath Fire Hall.
Guy Gosselin reported on a study
he had undertaken on water and
sewer rates from five other
municipalities. Guy reported that
one thing is clear, all municipalities
have a variable rate system. It is
believed that this methodology is



Mr. Makarucha made numerous references to the recent
residents' survey conducted by the LCCRA, and responded
to some of the issues identified in the survey.
He reported that the club has hired full-time cleaning staff.
Some areas of the clubhouse will be painted.
Jim Burlington responded to a question about the
condensation caused by pipes beneath the kitchen and the
bar that result in stains on the ceiling tiles in the boardroom.
Jim restated the club's position on this continuing problem,
noting that they are frequently replacing tiles, while at the
same time trying to fix the condensation problem. The pipes
below the kitchen and bar are to be wrapped in an attempt to
solve the problem.
The swimming pool was extremely well utilized this past
summer. The club intends to increase the number of hours of
operation next year, and increase the number of umbrellas on
the pool deck. There are no plans at the moment to add
change rooms.
Turning to golf course maintenance, Jim is aware of the
concerns about the bunkers. He has noted some ofthe
comments expressed in the survey, and every effort will be
made to improve playability. He made a commitment to
consult members via a golf course committee regarding
possible changes.
Responding to a question about the washrooms adjacent to
the 146 T-box, Jim reported that the interior is completed, the
floors are tiled, and it should be ready for use in the spring.
The club is aware of the poor sound system in the ballroom
and promised that it would be upgraded.
Club management is looking into introducing a lawn bowling
facility in preference to moving ahead with tennis courts. An
extended bowling green could provide sod for golfcourse
maintenance.
There was a commitment to encourage more community
involvement in the organization of events at the clubhouse,
particularly as they relate to food and beverage.
Problems with members being incapacitated and unable to
utilize their golf membership will be dealt with on a case-by-
case basis.
Management made a commitment to respond to all questions
or enquiries within 48 hours. Responses may not always
solve a problem immediately, but everyone will receive a
callback within 48 hours.
It was confirmed that the multi-game golf packages are
transferable, that is, either spouse may use games from a
package, or they may be used to host guests. Tickets will be
given for the multi-game packages, and they may be used for
both 9 and./or 18 holes. Indeed, the same person can play 9
holes in the morning and come back after lunch and play the
other t holes using the same ticket.
Len Dzierniejko noted that in the survey a significant number
ofpeople responded "no" or "undecided" to the question
related to renewing their membership. He asked, "At what
point can we expect to see annual fees capped?" He went on
to say that many people in the community are on fixed
incomes, or receive increases to pension plans at the rate of
inflation, which is aboutl.9oh annually. Unfortunately, golf

course expenses are increasing at a rate much higher than
that. Len was asked to formalize his question in a letter to
club management and it would be conveyed to Kaitlin. (This
was done and John Rahey has acknowledged Len's e-mail.)
The recurring question about a chair lift to allow handicapped
people to get downstairs to the card room and exercise
facilities has been referred to Kaitlin in Toronto. but there has
been no indication if or when a chair lift will be provided.
In response to a question about scum on the 17th pond, Jim
Burlington reported that he had tried anti-algae agents but
they haven't worked,
Someone thanked the club for posting signs regarding errant
golf balls. A resident on Glenora asked for similar sigrs on
the I 8h T-box to protect houses on the right side of the I 8th
fairway. Mr. Makachura pointed out that the club's legal
counsel expressed the opinion that the signs do not reflect
reality. Golfers are not responsible, according to counsel.
Therefore, new signs are to be introduced encouraging
golfers to respect houses and property around the course.
Some residents disagreed with the opinion of club counsel,
citing precedents on a golf course in Burlington, Ontario
where the court held a golf course responsible for damage to
a home on a golf course.
On that note, the meeting adjourned about 4.00pm, and
residents enjoyed a wine and cheese party hosted by the
clubhouse.
Eric King
Meeting With The Township on Residential Taxes:
The following are highlights of the meeting between LCCRA
representatives and Loyalist Township on September 28. In
an e-mail message to Councillor Joe Hudacin, dated June27th,
Guy Gosselin posed five questions on the subject of
residential taxes. The questions, and Township's response
are as follows:
I-ICCRA:
"What initiatives or consolidations could be taken between
the Township and the County in order to find efiiciencies and
therefore reduce overall costs?"
Township:
"This is not a question about taxes but about expenditure
reduction. A (the) report has been prepared for the next
Administration Committee meeting to respond to a request
put by the Councillor for Bath earlier in 2006.
The report identifies shared training costs (utilities and
election), participation in the County tender for hot mix
paving and a Regional Employee Group Benefits Plan, shared
costs of bridge work, an integrated policing services contract,
co-operative purchasing of Emergency Services equipment,
and shared legal costs of developing a Procurement By-law."
I-,ICCRA:
"What plan do you have in place to maintain future tax
increases at the level of inflation?"
Township:
"Setting tax rates is a complex exercise (budgetary
requirements, assessment valuation changes, tax ratios).
For the 2006 budget, Council directed staffto deliver a
budget with a target of 3.4% increase in the levy requirement,



which represented the year over year CPI change as of
September 2005.
The budget exercise is the most controllable part of setting
tax rates (setting user rates, varying service levels) but even
they are subject to unknowns. For example, a very significant
insurance premium increase for 2006; employee pension plan
contribution rates have increased above the rate of inflation
for the 2006 budget; a degradation of payments in lieu of
taxation source ofrevenue in recent years, from about
$900,000 to $675,000, and erosion ofprovincial grants over
the coming years (we can expect to see a reduction of about
$500,000 over the next 4-5 years)."
I,CCRA:
" Can any action be taken to reduce the heavy tax burden on
higher CVA (Cunent Value Assessment) homes?"
Torvnship:
"The primary action is to ensure your assessed value is
correct, since that is the basis on which you are taxed.
MPAC's objective in assessing properties is to set the value
at what a willing buyer would pay a willing seller in an open
market.
To test your assessed value, MPAC recommends properry
owners ask themselves, 'Could I have sold my properly on
January 1,2005 for its assessed value?' If the answer is 'yes',

your assessed value is accurate.
If the answer is ono', you can contact MPAC to review the
value or file an appeal with the Assessment Review Board.
The Township determines through its budget process what
the tax levy is. If higher CVAhomes could in some way be
given relief the shortfall would have to be picked up
elsewhere. Assessment values are one way of allocating the
property tax burden. Other ways could include flat taxes or
income taxes (not permitted in Ontario)."
I.;CCRA:
"Can the tax rate be at different values between wards?"
Township:
"The Municipal Act, 2001 , specifies that taxes are to be levied
equally upon the whole of the assessment for real properfy.
It also provides for special area levies for prescribed special
services. The properties falling within a designated area
within Amherstview are subject to the Amherstview Transit
SpecialArea rate.
In summary, everyone has to pay taxes at a certain base line
level. After that, special area service rates are added on top."
I.,CCRA:
"What suggestions do you have for homeowners to help the
Township altain a " zer o" tax increase?"
Township:
"What does a "zeto" tax increase mean?
To the homeowner : average taxes paid. Property taxes have
three components: Township, Counfy, and Education rates.
To management = a zero increase levy. To achieve this with
the combination of controllable and non-conhollable
revenues and expenditures can be diffrcult, and could mean
cutback of services."
LCCRAPresident:
Elaine Jackson has been nominated and has aereed to serve

The Ttavel Feature:
In each issue of "The Goose" we try to include an essay by
members of the community who have recently travelled
abroad or to a place of interest. In thk issue we share the
experiences of Shirley and Eric King who troveled with
Mary Lou and lan McClure on an Alaska cruise.

You may recall in the October issue of the Goose we
reproduced, "The Paradox of Our Times". The author
concluded, "...Life is a chain of moments to enjoy. It's not
only about survival." The writer went on to suggest, "Use
your crystal goblets...your finest perfume....Remove from
your vocabulary phrases like, 'one ofthese days' and'some
day'... Do not defer anything that adds laughter and joy to
your life."
It was in just such a state of mind that Shirley and I eagerly
accepted Ian and Mary Lou's invitation to join them on a
seven-day Alaska cruise.
We made our own way to Vancouver where we came together
and embarked on HollandAmerica's, Zuiderdam, on Saturday,
August 5ft. Shirley had always dreamed about an Alaska
cruise, and Mary Lou was equally excited. This was our first
cruise and we were filled with excitement and anticipation, like
four kids arriving at summer camp for the first time.
There were 1,900 passengers on board, serviced by some 800
crew members. Dress for dinner was usually casual or sport
jacket, but there were two formal dinners during the week-
long voyage when you're expected to wear a suit or formal
attire (equivalent for the ladies). We welcomed the
opporturity to dress up for dinner but we met others who
absolutely refused to do so. "I'm retired and no longer wear
a suit" was one comment.
Everyone warned us about the amount of food available, and
indeed you can eat 24 hours a day if you're so inclined. We
elected to eat breakfast, lunch and dinner in one ofthree
dining rooms, and with two WeightWatchers in our group, we
resisted the temptation to snack between meals. One could
choose from a different menu at every meal, including
appetizers, five entrees, and dessert. The food was delicious,
beautifully presented and the portions were just right. After
dinner every evening we took in a Las Vegas style show,
followed by dancing, a nightcap and - "Guess That Tune" - in
the piano bar.
On the Monday we docked in Juneau where we flew by
helicopter to a glacier over which we trekked for about 45
minutes. We were supplied with crampons, and given
detailed instructions how to walk with these attached to our
feet. It was with some amusement to my companions that I
fell on my posterior after just a few steps.
Tuesday found us in Skagway, the gateway to the Yukon.
Skagway sprang to life with the gold rush in 1898-1900. We
boarded the White Pass and Yukon Route Railroad - "The
Railroad Built of Gold." The railroad is one ofthe few
surviving narrow-gauge railways. With vintage parlour cars,
the train travels through breathtaking mountains, glaciers,
waterfalls and gorges along the 4O-mile route. It is

as oresident of the LCCRA for the remainder of the



acknowledged as a civil engineering wonder of the world, and
was for me the highlight of our onshore excursions.
Day five found us in Glacier Bay, a large open bay blocked on
the northern end by a great ice wall. The Marjorie Glacier is
about 25 miles long, one mile wide at the face and advances
about six feet every day. The glacier "calves" (breaks off) into
the bay with a deafening roar every few minutes. The
Zuiderdam parked in the Bay for about one hour and we
watched, and listened in awe to this spectacle of nature.
Ketchikan, which claims to be "The Salmon Capital of The
World", was our final port of call on the Thursday.
We said goodbye to the crew, who had provided excellent
service, when we docked in Vancouver about 8 o'clock on
Saturday morningAugust 12. Some members of our crew
had not been home to the Philippines and Indonesia for six
months and more.
Postscript:
When we returned to Vancouver at the end of the cruise we
remarked to each other that seven days wasjust about right.
That comment notwithstanding, the four of us have already
confirmed a27-day cruise, on the same ship, to the Panama
Canal in late September next year. Anyone want to join us?
Eric & Shirley Kingo lan & Mary Lou McClure

Christmas Concert:
The Kingston Senior Choristers will entertain at the Club-
house on Tuesday, December 12 at 2.00pm. Admission will be
a donation to Martha's Table.

2007 Loyalist Memorial Golf Tournament:
The tournament is scheduled for Wednesday, June 20, 2007.
Note the date in your new calendar. More details will be
provided in the spring issue of The Goose.

Computers - Learning or Teaching Others:
Joyce Friesen writes: ooAs a result of our LCCRA survey,
many residents are interested in learning more about
computers, such as surfing the net, sending and receiving e-
mails, digital pictures, word perfect and Excel spreadsheets.
Anyone interested in getting together to either learn more,
and / or teaching computer sessions, please contact me at:
joycefriesen@sympatico.ca or phone me at: (613) 352-8776."

The Sunshine Club:
The Sunshine Club has just completed a fundraising
campaign, the first in two-and-a-half years. Again, it was a
pleasure to hear all the comments about how much everyone
seems to appreciate having such a club in our community. I
would like to thank everyone who works so hard to make the
club a success, and for all the help during the campaign.
Anyone who missed our call and wishes to be part of the
Sunshine Club, please call one ofthe representatives and
they will be happy to give you information about the club, or
collect your donation.
Again, I would remind everyone that the club only works
when you let a representative know when someone needs a
little bit of sunshine in their life.
Representatives include: Beryl Cooper, Darlene Gifford,
Jeanette Lacy, Sylvia Munnelly, Cathy Tackaberry and
yours truly, Joan Stockley.

"My thanks to the Sunshine Club for the bottle of wine
received during my experience with eye treatments. Your
kindness was most appreciated". Theda Anderson
"The bottle of wine delivered to me by The Sunshine Club
was indeed 'liquid sunshine'. Thanks also for the flowers."
PeterHubert
"Thank you all for your thoughtfulness. The plant was
lovely, and very much appreciated."
Nancy & Brandon Valensky
"Many thanks to The Sunshine Club and the delivery by
Beryl Cooper of the lovely plant. It was very much
appreciated." Juana Adams
"I would like to thank The Sunshine Club for the nice fruit
basket I received while recuperating from an appendectomy.
Thanks also to my immediate neighbours for their kindness in
looking after the yard." Gene Clevenger
"A special 'thank you' to The Sunshine Club for the beautiful
arrangement of flowers and card that I received following my
recent surgery. Their thoughtfulness was most appreciated."
Joe Burke
"Thank you very much for the beautiful little outfits. We're
very fortunate to live in such a warrn and thoughtful
community." Cynthia,Aaron & Dylan Theriault
"Very many thanks for your imaginative gift of a bedside
book bag and colourful, interesting magazines for Wilma. She
was thrilled to receive the bright package and contents."
BobChadwick
"Thank you so much for the creamy yellow baby carnations
which were delivered when I had pneumonia. It is so nice to
live in such a caring community."
CharlotteReid
Maggie and Ken would like to thank Joan Stockley and the
Sunshine Club for the book I received following another stay
in the hospital this Fall. Thank you for being so caring.
Maggie and Ken
"Thanks to the Sunshine Club for the lovely flowers ,they
were greatly appreciated , after my recent surgery."
Richard Green
"Many thanks to the Sunshine Club for the beautiful fruit
basket and to our friends and neighbours, especially Bonnie
and Pat King for their help during the time I was sick and
ended up in KGH. While in KGH Emergency Department, I
was diagnosed as having a Mild Heart Attack. While there, I
picked up a Flu Bug, which, unfortunately I passed on to my
wife Josie. This trouble started on November 17,2006 and
continued over our 63 rd Wedding Anniversary of November
20,2006 fortwo more weeks". Joe Holt
NewArrivals:
We extend a warn welcome to our new neighbows:
Patti and Dave Patterson, 62 Abbey Dawn Dr, 6 1 3 -3 52- 5 43 8
Barbara and Jim Hanna, l6AbbeyDawnDr., 613-352-3371
Gloria and Bob Elliott, 73 Country Club Dr. 613-352-7784
Sean and Pamela Melia, I I Kings Court ,613-352-8791
Michael Klenk and Francesca Bollini. 74 Glenora Dr.
MikeandCa 16 Court6l3-352


